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The left-side view of the TurboGrafx'16 portable keeps most of the A peek at the right side of the TGP yields perhaps the most exciting

controls close at hand (from left to right): a jack for off-board DC power, feature, a port that will hold the optional television tuner. This device will

the stereo-headphone jaclç a volume knob, a two-position brightness not only tum the TGP into a fully functioning TV, but also lets you use it
nrritch and a variable contrast knob. as a monitor for other video sources, like a VCR or camcorder.

Speaking of the display, the resolu-
tlon of the TGP is 372 x 238 for a
total of 74,256 dots. This makes for
not only a good picture for video-
game playing, but also for TV watch-
ing. And the TGP won't be limited by
available lighting, as is çhe case with
Nintendo's Game Boy. The TGP will
be equipped with a florescent back-
light with a life span of approximate-
ly 4,000 hours of use.

It's Not f ust

for'Games
Did we say TV watching?'Well, as

we noted in the February issue, NEC

is also planning to produce an
optional tuner (with a rumored target
price of $79) that can couple to the
TGP, turning it
into a fully func-
tiONAl UHF/VHF
television. This
tuner, though
equipped with a
telescoping rod
antenna, will also
lrave a separate
affeffia input.

The coup de
grace is that the
h¡ner will also fea-
ture audio- and
Viileo-input jacks.
This will allow the
TGP to operate as

a monitor for a
camcorder, VCR or
other video

device. As with the TG-16-which
NEC is positioning as a home-enter-
tainment device thanks to its CD
unit-the TGP is more than just a
video-game system. Vhat will NEC
think of next?

Stacking Stuffer
, Unfortunately, that's all the infor-

mation we have-though it makes for
a nice dream machine. It might be
pushing it to expect that NEC could
bring the TGP out by Christmas 1990,
but knowing the determination that
the company has displayed so far and
its Japanese roots, it's even money
that you could be holding a TGP in
your hands by New YearsDay 199t.

My palms are getting sweaty just
thinking about it.Å

The compact size of the TurboChips makes it eary for NEC to work a

portable around them. A slot at the top rear of the TGP holds the car-

tridge (in this case, the Japanese version of BonlrS¡{dventurQ; the door at

the bottom opens to house six "AA" batteries.




